The **TYR Tactical® Gunfighter®** was built to be versatile, providing a combination between a rigger and load carriage belt. The base is sewn with high strength Type 13 webbing. The exterior is surrounded by 2 rows of .5” webbing giving the user the ability to change out mission specific gear as needed. The removable Antimicrobial/FR treated padded spacer mesh is used on the interior of the belt for comfort.

**FEATURES:**
- 2” Quick Fit Adapter & Forged Steel Extraction Ring
- Dim: 2” W
- 2” Cobra® Buckle
- One Hard Sewn Points
- Removable Antimicrobial/FR Spacer Mesh Pad
- **Sizes:** Small, Medium, Large, XLarge, 2XLarge

**TYR-GFB111**

**GUNFIGHTER® BELT**
2” QUICK FIT ADAPTER & FORGED STEEL EXTRACTION RING